October 2015

RE: SOLID Infinity Gym testimonial

To whom it concerns,
We have fitted the SOLID Infinity Gym System into our new state of the art and innovative health club at
567 Collins Street in Melbourne, Australia.
With our brand and a high volume of corporate members, we have to make sure the fit out and
equipment we provide is of the highest quality, widest range and is efficient from a space utilization
perspective to avoid congestion at peak times
The SOLID Infinity Gym System has allowed us to create what was originally going to be a 12 metre
corridor in to an excellent functional training zone. The wall, storage racks and training equipment all
look superb and opens up floor space with no cumbersome and ugly uprights. We liked the fact that the
panels allow us to place our corporate colours behind them, while the design and ‘look and feel’ of the
clip on pieces is in keeping with the message of innovation and quality across our whole health club. The
design, delivery and installation process was smooth and seamed nicely into the fit out project.
With the system being so new and innovative we were unsure how popular it would be with our fitness
professionals and new members, but they all love it - after 3 months of operation it has become one of
the most popular areas of the gym floor.
What I like the most about it, is that it gives every individual user the total freedom to personalise the wall
and workout exactly how he or she wants it at any given time and it also gives club management the
flexibility to add, remove and change storage and exercise equipment configuration as the needs and
usage trends of our members change over time – as they always do.
We are very pleased with the SOLID Infinity Gym System at Collins Street and will definitely be
considering it as part of our fitness equipment product in future projects.

Scott Hood
Managing Director - Australia

